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Molly Fisher is as sweet as she sounds, the darling of her small town in steamy Louisiana. But sweet gets
boring without some spice added to the mix.
Her prayers seem answered when a tall, dark shadow falls across her desk. Asa Harding is unlike anyone
she’s ever met, if only Molly’s new co-worker could see beyond her sweet exterior.
Rumours abound of bear sightings, but Molly’s too busy masking her feelings to think about a roaming
grizzly. Turns out, Asa has secrets of his own.
Will the truth be too much for Molly? Or will sweet Miss Fisher prove that appearances are rarely what they
seem?
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From Reader Review Secrets of the Werebears for online ebook

Christina L. Smith says

Good book

A good read wish there was more to it . But was good what there was. Would like there to be more.

Lori says

Not impressed, fell asleep.

Made it through maybe 10% but kept falling asleep. Not interesting or engaging and still knew very little
about the characters..

I gave up, have other, GOOD books waiting.

Kim says

I read to 49% and realized I was wishing for something bad to happen so that the story could progress
onward and I could finally be finished with the book. I figured it was time to stop wasting time and move on
to one of the 200 plus other books I have waiting on my reader.

Molly is the heroine. She's a waitress at a diner in a small town. She struck out on her own in New Orleans
with a friend and it's indicated that bad things happened and she went back to her small town. Asa is the hero
and he's a cook at the diner where Molly works. He's new to town and is apparently a werebear. It's not
expressly stated by the 49% mark, but he does have a big secret.

So, the first 49% is just a bunch of emo back and forth between Molly and Asa. Molly wants Asa and
pursues him pretty hard. Asa wants Molly but he has this big secret and says he will hurt her. It's just that
back and forth and back and forth between Molly and Asa. That's really all that happens. A mysterious guy
named Jeremiah does make an appearance and shows an interest in Molly. Molly entertains the idea of
Jeremiah because Asa keeps pushing her away, but there's something "off" about Jeremiah. So, once I started
hoping Jeremiah was a serial killer and would attack one of them, just so something would happen, I decided
it was time to throw in the towel.

Aside from the boring story, it could've used some further editing to catch some of the typos.

DNF.



Linda says

A first time Author for me and I enjoyed the story enough that I'm checking out more of her work!

BTW it has a HEA "for now" because the next book is also part of this story (I didn't know that before I read
it) DAMN!

AlitaConejita says

I read ingredient lists on cleaning products and foods ... I read any ad I see ... I read the videos on facebook
rather than listen to them.

I read just about anything and I stopped reading this book half-way through.

Maybe it was my mood while reading it (last night) - but I just did not have the patience for the dragging out
of what is going on, and what is/are the secret(s)? I didn't care enough about the characters to care what was
going on. So maybe I was in an impatient mood, or maybe the author just doesn't do a good job of getting
anyone interested in her world.

in one 'word', this book was "meh"

Lisa Williams says

Excellent read

Shifter Romance: Secrets of the Werebears 1 , is not your average paranormal romance. The main characters,
Asa and Molly, have more depth of character than normally found in this type of book. The storyline moved
along quickly, and while entertaining, the tale was relatable to real life situations. Everyone has a past. It was
nice to see the author making the characters more human and identifiable. I will look forward to reading
more by Sky Shifter in the future. Book would appeal to late teens and adults.

Charlotte says

Okay read, I liked Molly and Asa. The story lagged a little bit in the middle. It lost a star rating when Molly
went from a reddish Blonde(beginning of book) to a Red head (at end). From a big girl with a little more
around the middle to petite with a flat stomach. I got this picture of her in my head then near the end of the
book her description had me wondering WTF. (I pushed on and kept reading) The ending was very good!

darlene. wilson says

Asa and Mollie Save Each Other



Even though it's a fantasy, this is a sweet steamy werebear love story. There was mystery, intrigue, danger,
finding love and small-town life. Asa and Mollie's love didn't come easy. There were dangerous obstacles in
their way but they overcame them together. After a big battle, they found their forever love. Once I started
reading I couldn't put it down.

Frankly Frankie says

Confused from start to finish

Mary says

The plot thickens...

I give this 5 stars! It's well written, the character's are pretty straightforward and it's an amazing tale. I could
hardly believe how it ended. It was WoW just WoW! For once I didn't see any misspellings that I remember
nor any grammatical errors.

Alicja says

Nice but nothing special

It was a very nice story, but I expected something more. One theme, simple, sometimes surprising, but
nothing special. I have finished it but I don't want to continue reading this serie.

Amanda says

But too angsty and dark compared to my normal fare. It's well written, definite new twist on shifters. I'm sure
others will love it, but like I said a bit dark for me. For example;
'I kissed her, and no amount of blood or meaty detritus would get in the way of our embrace.'
I generally like my reads to be a bit happier/fluffier. But this was a great debut, and I'd probably try another
from the author.

Dena Ellis says

Awesome

About two bears who work as humans in Shebyville as a cook and waitress. Jeremiah is a God and bar
watching the cook and they both decide to go to New Orleans to check their past and end up in a big
showdown



Teresa says

I'll be honest and admit that I only started reading this cause it was free on amazon and looked hilariously
awful. I'll also admit that I was let down.

The book isn't good but it's not hilarious,it's just dull and very repetitive. Through most of it every other line
was about how hot Asa is and how much Molly wanted him. The characters had no personality at all, the
tone was overly casual in an almost forced way and the story really didn't pick up until the very butt end. The
ending didn't even make too much sense to me at parts. I will admit I am curious as to more of the backstory
of the characters and the society (a clan of werebears that go by voodoo bears...really? i can't even) but I
don't know if i'm curious enough to read the rest of them though I think it would be too much to drudge
through.

The idea of werebears still cracks me up though.

Jenna Edwards says

I wasn't really sure what to expect when I read the opening to the book, and questioned whether or not the
book was for me. However, I kept on reading and I am so glad that I did! There are so many different aspects
to the book that really make it appeal to all types of readers. It is a mash up of many genres but it works so
wonderfully, and has been written fantastically.

The way that the book bounces between Molly and Asa allows you to really understand both characters and
their viewpoints thoroughly and it allows you to sympathise with them and really experience their own
journeys. Although I loved reading about both characters, I had a real soft spot for Molly: a young lady who
lives in a rural town, but really wants more from life and longs for adventure and excitement. In the start of
the book, there are hints of past things experienced, and you know that secrets are being kept by both
characters. However, when these come to a head, the book is explosive!

Full of passion, secrets, adventure and fun, this book was a pleasure to read and I really can't wait to see what
Sky Shifter comes up with next! Definitely a must read for me - I couldn't put it down!


